
Empowering Employees for Improved                                                       
Customer Service and a Better Bottom Line

From the smoky Whiskey River BBQ to the spicy Burnin’ Love, a well-crafted hamburger 

is the claim to fame of Red Robin Gourmet Burgers. But there’s more on the menu at this 

casual-dining chain’s restaurants and considerably more to the company. Its core belief is 

that empowered, enthusiastic employees hold the key to both customer satisfaction and 

a healthy bottom line. One of the primary ways Red Robin builds the staff cohesion that 

drives success is its Yammer social network.

Headquartered in Greenwood Village, Colorado, Red Robin has more than 450 

restaurants in the US and Canada. “We had a lot of informal communication channels in 

the past, and that meant a lot of information silos,” says CEO Steve Carley. “When I took 

this job, one of my core objectives was improving communication across geographical 

and organizational boundaries. We wanted to give everyone a voice, from management 

to team members serving the guests who come into our restaurants.”

While company brass knew communication had to change, it took a while to figure out 

how. “Our quarterly focus group kept telling us we weren’t communicating enough,” 

says Chris Laping, CIO and senior vice president of business transformation. “Initially, we 

thought that meant staff wanted more from management—more memos and meetings. 

Then we realized that what people were saying wasn’t so much, ‘We want to hear more,’ 

but ‘we want to be heard.’”

“Giving employees a business-oriented social network like Yammer—which is 

aligned to the way they work and communicate in their personal lives—is intuitive, 

uncomplicated, and makes good business sense,” he adds. “We want our team 

members taking care of guests, not nose-deep in training materials.”
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Red Robin is mining the insight and enthusiasm of employees who feel connected and 
engaged by the company’s Yammer social network. Benefits:

>> Powerful staff cohesion, from the executive suite to the kitchen staff

>> Crowdsourcing and sharing of employee ideas contributed to significant cost saving over  
        two years

>> Customer input is gathered, shared, and used to increase customer satisfaction

Industry 
Retail

Employees 
26,000

Founded 
1969

Region 
North America

If you engage staff in a way 
that shows their opinion is 
important, it’s extraordinary 
what you learn—and the 
excitement you generate. 
That’s what working social 
does for an organization.

Steve Carley 
CEO                                             
Red Robin
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Energizing Employees

“Yammer encourages team members to feel connected to each other and plugged in 

to the heart of the business,” Laping observes. “When people care about their jobs, they 

execute beyond your wildest dreams.” 

As Carley and Laping had hoped, Red Robin’s energized workforce has used Yammer 

like an engine—driving business transformation. For instance, when the company 

introduced the bacon-laden Pig Out burger, management was disappointed by the lack 

of customer feedback on Red Robin’s Facebook page—but learned a great deal from the 

considerable buzz on Yammer. “Managers started talking about ways to tweak the Pig 

Out recipe, and four weeks later, we had an improved, kitchen-tested version to roll out 

to restaurants,” Laping reports. “That’s a process that would have taken 12 to 18 months 

before.”

Last year, Red Robin’s CFO took to Yammer to issue a companywide challenge: the 

employee who came up with the best cost-saving idea would get $1,000. “Yammer let 

us have a really rich dialogue with team members and managers on all the cost-saving 

opportunities we have in the company,” says Laping. “The winning idea—a reusable 

kids’ cup—is a great way to give our environmentally conscious guests exactly what they 

want while introducing a great cost savings. I’m convinced that idea would never have 

surfaced if we didn’t have a social network.”

It’s not just restaurant staff who feel more plugged in to operations thanks to Yammer—it’s 

corporate executives, too. CEO Carley uses the network for everything from posting videos 

about business results to “liking” employee successes singled out by Yammer’s Praise 

feature. “But the number one thing I use Yammer for is to feel the pulse of the business 

from the perspective of front-line team members,” he says. “That’s invaluable to me.”

Social learning is the next step in Red Robin’s drive to more thoroughly engage 

its workforce. In late 2012, it began rolling out a new Yammer network they call 

“Yummerversity,” which uses collaboration to reinforce new team members’ training. 

“Traditional training doesn’t really encourage people to work with one another,” says 

Laping. “Yummerversity not only supports lessons picked up in training, it encourages 

connection and collaboration.”

A More Agile Business

One of the commitments Carley made when he stepped into the CEO role was shaving 

two percent off costs without compromising guests, team members or quality. In the past 

two years, the company has saved double that amount.

Knowledge is power, and 
Yammer empowers team 
members to tap into the 
network to find everything 
they need to know about our 
business.

John Carpenter 
General Manager                     
Red Robin Arapahoe
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Part of the credit goes to Red Robin’s social network. “Yammer helps everybody align 

on the types of changes we’ll take on as a brand to win in the marketplace,” says Laping. 

“Change for change’s sake doesn’t mean much; business results matter far more. We’ve 

seen amazing growth in the last ten quarters, growth that has outperformed many best-

in-class competitors. That tells me that our change agenda is working.”

“Historically, if you wanted to get ideas from the front line, you went out and you talked 

to people,” Carley says. “But you can only touch so many people that way. With Yammer, 

you can mine the collective wisdom of our 26,000-strong workforce.”

Another way Yammer makes Red Robin more agile is by leveraging the considerable 

power of crowdsourcing. “In the past, if you had a problem with gift cards, you first 

had to decide whom to reach out to so you could find your answer,” says Jessica Elliott, 

Communication and Deployment Manager. “Marketing, because they sell gift cards? IT, 

because you use technology to redeem a card? With Yammer, you don’t have to worry 

about who’s got the expertise you need. You just post a question and you get your 

answer—fast.”

THE RESULTS

>> Tighter ties.  Stronger engagement across the business, from team members in 
restaurant kitchens to executives at headquarters.

>> Improved responsiveness.  Customer feedback was used to tweak a new recipe, 

refine it in a test kitchen and roll it out to restaurants within a month—which would 
have taken more than a year without Yammer.

>> Enhanced employee education.  Social learning supports lessons picked up in 
training while encouraging company cohesion and collaboration.

>> Impressive savings.  Employee ideas shared and developed on the network 
contributed to significant cost savings over two years.

>> Broader and better collaboration.  External Networks enable collaboration among 
staff and vendors for faster and better product development.

>> A foundation for the future.  Yammer supports the rollout of new business initiatives 
and tools.

Yammer makes it possible for 
us to act faster on product 
improvements based on 
what our guests want. This is 
competitive advantage.

Chris Laping 
CIO & SVP,                       
Business Transformation                        
Red Robin
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ABOUT YAMMER

Yammer (https://about.yammer.com) is a best-in-class Enterprise Social Network (ESN) used by more than 500,000 

organizations worldwide – including approximately 85 percent of the Fortune 500 – to connect and communicate. 

Yammer brings together employees, content, conversations, and business data in a single location. Founded in 

2008, Yammer was acquired by Microsoft and is available with Office 365, to deliver a comprehensive, seamless 

social experience across the applications people already use.

For more information about Red Robin:  www.redrobin.com  

For more information about Yammer:  https://about.yammer.com  

https://about.yammer.com
http://www.redrobin.com/
https://about.yammer.com/

